Virtual Reality (VR) - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Virtual Reality (VR) in US$ Thousand. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2020. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 125 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Avegant Corp.
- Barco N.V
- CyberGlove Systems LLC
- DeepStream VR
- EON Reality Inc.
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Table 4: Investment Landscape in VR/AR Industry
Percentage Share Breakdown of Value of Investments Injected by Investment Area for Period 2012-2015

Crowdfunding
A Key Private Funding Source

Dissecting the Patent & IP Landscape in the Virtual Reality Market
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VR Value Chain Participants at a Glance:
Evolution of Target Markets
Virtual Reality Solutions
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Market Outlook

2. NOTEWORTHY TRENDS & GROWTH DRIVERS
Mobile Device Based VR Experience to Drive Initial VR Adoption Wave in Consumer Market
Growing Smartphone Sales
Key Growth Driver
Table 7: Spiraling Sales of Smartphones Provides the Launch Pad for VR Technology Proliferation: Breakdown of Global Sales of Smartphones (In 000 Units) by Geographic Region for the Years 2015 & 2020
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VR Gaming
Market Laden with Tremendous Potential for Revenue Generation
Table 12: US Gamers Interest in VR: Percentage of Individuals Across Age Groups Against by their Willing to Commit on Devices
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Another Key End-Use Area in Focus for VR
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An Emerging Market with Massive Opportunity for Growth
Healthcare End-Use Applications of VR in a Snapshot
Why does the Healthcare Sector Need VR Technology?
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Table 17: Global Healthcare IT Market (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Spending by Sector (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Fully Immersive VR Experience to Drive More Opportunities for VR Solutions
Reduction in Cost of Device
Key Crucible for Success
Open Source Platforms Look to Benefit from the Market
Developed Markets Lead from the Front while Developing Markets to Drive Future Growth
Issues & Challenges
Yet to be Resolved Technology Issues
A Major Concern
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Performance Issues from Display Latency of VR Devices
Massive Size of HMDs
Non-Compatibility with Other Devices
Need for Systems with High End Configuration & its Cost Implications
Maintaining Consistent Video Quality
A Major Technology Challenge
Data Storage
A Critical But Often Ignored VR Function
Despite Emergence of New Relatively Inexpensive Model
Cost Continues to Remain a Major Issue
Lack of Awareness & Penetration in Addressable Markets

3. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Virtual Reality
Introduction
Types of Virtual Reality
Fully Immersive
Non-Immersive
Collaborative
Web-Based
Virtual Reality Solutions
Head-Mounted Display (HMD)
Immersive Rooms
Sensory Gloves
Wands
Applications of virtual reality
Games and Entertainment
Medicine
Industrial Design and Architecture
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Scientific Visualization
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HTC Introduces Re Vive VR Headset
HomeLane Introduces Kaleido VR Device
CamSoda Introduces Interactive VR Platform
Microsoft Introduces HoloLens Device Platform
Jaunt Inaugurates Own Movie Studio
Marriot Rolls Out Pilot VR Experience Program
OnePlus Unveils Light VR Headset
Cirque du Soleil Launches Virtual Reality Experience of the Show Kurios
IC Real Tech Launches IC720 360x360 Video Camera with All Round Vision Capabilities
2Space Unveils VR Experience for Personal Computer Platform
Lexus Offers Customers With VR App to Experience Some of the Fastest Cars Worldwide
Samsung Introduces Gear VR Device Platform
Steam Unveils Beta User Interface Customized to Support VR Devices
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EON Reality Inc Unveils EON Experience Portal
Carl Zeiss Forays into VR Headset Market with VR One Platform
DIRTT Unveils Oculus Rift Based ICE® VR Experience
Oculus Unveils Oculus Rift Concept
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Maximum Games Partners with Untold Games for Development of ‘Loading Human’ Virtual Reality Based Action/Adventure Game
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Google Ventures Acquires Stake in VR Technology Startup Jaunt
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CSM Brazil in Partnership with EON Reality to Introduce Interactive Virtual Reality Soccer Game
Fleetway Inc Inks Partnership Agreement with Virtalis
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CyberGlove Systems LLC (US)
DeepStream VR (US)
EON Reality Inc. (US)
Google Inc. (US)
Kopin Corporation, Inc. (US)
Leap Motion, Inc. (US)
Oculus VR, LLC (US)
Qualcomm, Inc. (US)
Rockwell Collins (US)
Samsung Electronics (South Korea)
Sensics, Inc. (US)
Sixense Entertainment, Inc. (US)
Sony Corporation (Japan)
Total Immersion (France)
Virtalis Limited (UK)
VirtaMed AG (Switzerland)
Vuzix Corporation (US)
7. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE
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US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual
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IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 125 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 128)
The United States (73)
Canada (6)
Japan (3)
Europe (33)
- France (6)
- Germany (4)
- The United Kingdom (3)
- Spain (1)
- Rest of Europe (19)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (11)
Latin America (1)
Middle East (1)
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